
Well, I have to apologize for missing last week; it was Sunday afternoon before I even thought I was 

missing something.  I guess there is just something about being back in the good old US of A… that or I 

was determined not to open my laptop until I had to fill out my expense report this past Monday.  My 

visit back has been wonderful, it may sound cheesy, but it really puts into perspective all the things we 

tend to take for granted… like the fact that I can choose to have at least one meal a day a Chick Fila 

(excluding Sunday, of course), or the fact that there is not a single place anywhere else in the world 

where you can get a decent glass of sweet tea, other than the South.  It’s the important things in life 

that keep us going. 

Our flight out last Tuesday was pretty uneventful… at least it was if you consider being pulled out of the 

customs line (in Brazil) and being told that you were 16 days overdue on your visa (Leslie’s, not mine) 

uneventful.  Fortunately we got everything worked out, and we didn’t even have to bribe any public 

officials, the downside is that if Leslie were to ever decide to return to Brazil she may, in fact, wind up 

owing several hundred reais to the customs officials.  The dates and destination of Leslie’s return trip 

had changed (changed from when I booked her initial flight back in January… before we knew she was 

pregnant) and because I did not want to fork over the $1300 bucks required to change carriers Leslie 

and I wound up on separate flights into the US.  Because Leslie had a connecting flight in Houston I had 

decided to take all of our checked baggage with me.  My flight ended up being pretty rough; I nearly 

burned myself twice with the hot towels they gave our prior to serving the meal.  Between that and the 

fact that my steak was slightly overcooked it’s a wonder that anyone decides to actually fly first class.  To 

be fair, if I had managed to get Leslie on the same flight I probably would have given her my first class 

seat… for part of the flight at least. 

I got into Atlanta about 4 hours before Leslie was scheduled to land so I gathered all off our baggage and 

headed off to the rental car lot.  Getting onto the shuttle was fairly uneventful; however, once I got off I 

encountered my first dilemma.  I had to get all 4 of the large suitcases (plus my 2 carry-ons) up to the 

second floor without the assistance of a luggage cart.  Finally I made it to the elevator and halfway down 

the hallway before realizing that the Hertz desk was actually on the third floor.  I must have made a 

pathetic site because at one point I had a mother juggling an infant and all the assorted baby related 

baggage ask me if I needed any help.  After all of that I got my rental and made my way out to the 

vehicle, it was at this point I encountered my second dilemma, there was no way I was going to be able 

to fit all of our baggage AND my pregnant wife into an Eclipse.  Some sacrifices were going to have to be 

made.  It just didn’t seem right to turn down an upgrade to a convertible though…  After thinking it 

through I called my in-laws and asked if I could stop buy and drop off some of our bags.  I finally 

managed to stuff all of our bags into the car, albeit required that the top be down.  As I drove towards 

my in-laws I kept up fervent prayers that the rain clouds that had been threatening to have the bottom 

dump out wouldn’t do so until after I had dropped off the bags. 

Several hours later (and still dry, fortunately) I arrived back at the airport to pick up Leslie.  While I did 

ask her how her flight was, I refrained from mentioning my issue with the hot towels when she asked 

me how mine was in return.  I had a strong suspicion that they didn’t serve hot towels in coach.  In the 

week and a half since we have seen a large number of our friends and family and consumed more than 

our fill of home cooking.  And let me just say, that Colonel Sanders is a mean chef.   



But seriously, Leslie and I are about to enter what we are expecting to be, a very trying time in our 

marriage.  Historically we have always struggled to maintain harmony whenever we were apart for more 

than a few days.  As such, we have often viewed such moments as merely an obstacle to overcome and 

we would do so by limping along or just trying to kill time.  That won’t work for this extended duration 

and we understand that.  We understand that we have to actually live in this moment, that we can’t 

simply take a hiatus (in a sense) as we would normally do, but instead we must continue to grow our 

relationship.  In this we would greatly appreciate your prayers of support.  I know many of you are 

already praying for the health and safety of Jack; I would ask that you pray for the items I have listed 

below as well.  It is, by no means, an all-inclusive list, but merely one where I believe we will struggle the 

most. 

• Patience in communication over the phone or via Skype 

• Consistency in our studies in Scripture, both alone and together 

• That I would be able to provide effective emotional support as Leslie continues to experience all 

these changes associated with child birth (oh boy, emotions and hormones, my two favorite 

things!) 

• Understanding! 

 


